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MATERIAL SELECTION CRITERIAS AND
PRIORITIES IN DIFFERENT

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS

Abstract: A common procedure is to use the same
material as for a similar component. This approach is
based on the assumption that a material which works
satisfactorily in one application will do in a similar
one. Unfortunately, this is not the case in some
situations. The requirements may be different for
example from the environment the component is
exposed to. Still another procedure is problem solving
material selection.
Electronics of different fields and applications have
different material selection criterias and priorities.
Regulations and laws about health and environmental
are must for commercial electronics so have primary
priorities also cost is one of the main criteria in todays
market conditions. Space systems differs from
commercial in many ways from material selection to
environmental conditions. Space system designers must
ensure that the most reliable material is used to meet
the design requirements for space systems.
Keywords: Material selection, Space environment,
Reliability

1. INTRODUCTION

Not only in electronics, common
procedure  in  whole  fields  is  to  use  the
same material for a similar component or
work, if it is approved and reliable.
Developments and fast changes in
technology and material sciences forced
manufacturers and researchers to shortened
the period of new designs and using newly
developed materials. Economical reasons
to reduce the cost for competition, new
regulations to save environment, customer
demands are the main reasons for this fast
changes.

Material selection is an important
phase of electronic design. If design of an
electronic device or product assume as a
project, material selection will be one of

the major project phase. Material selection
in electronic technologies is much more
complex facility than it is thought. It is
desired that the design engineer should not
have to concern himself with selection of
materials and that he should be able to
refer such selection to the materials
engineer.

As the design engineer, except rare
cases he can not be experienced with
materials and their properties and
behaviors to the level as much as it is
desired. So designer must rely upon
information and data acquired from several
sources such as literature, manufacturer
documents, test reports, approved
organization reports ect. Final decision of
design engineer in material selection is
quite important technically and
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economically. Especially commercial
manufacturing with numbers over million,
a wrong decision cause loss of economical
amount not easy to estimate. In addition,
failure to approach the selection problem
systematically may permit serious
information gaps to exist undetected.

This paper discusses the problems of
materials selection by the design engineer
in terms of properties; cost, availability,
producibility, reliability, compatibility,
health hazards and experience. Addition to
discussion priorities of material selection
criterias for different electronic fields
especially space and satellite technologies
try to be shown with reasons.

Discussion in view of the variety,
complexity, and sometimes subtlety of the
factor involved in materials selection, a
systematic approach is essential if the best
use is to be made of available information
in terms of requirements. Creating a
systematic material selection method
carrying advantage of quantitative
comparison as categories listed and
permits weighting of the various factors
involved in order to maintain flexibility.

There are many determinating and
limiting factors for material selection.
Demands, fields of use, regulations,
environmental conditions ect. are points
that design engineers also have
information and care in material selection.

2.  MATERIALS AND
SELECTION CRITERIAS

In electronics device or circuits
consists of printed circuit board (PCB),
components and solders as connection
media(Figure 1). Addition to their own
material properties, their compatibility to
each other is another important fact. So
design engineer should care not only
functional and material properties but also
their compatibility with each other
especially in physical and mechanical
properties.

To consider selection criterias of

materials;
Properties: This factor related to

mechanical, physical, electrical, thermal
and chemical properties of materials.
Sources of data for this factor are
literature, manufacturer documents, test
reports, approved organization reports ect.

Electrical properties such as
functions voltage, currency values,
functional changes with respect to the
temperature, humidity ect. environmental
changes.

Mechanical and physical properties
such as coefficient thermal expansion
(CTE), hardness, bend strength ect.

Thermal properties such as rate of
heating, softening point, ect.

Chemical properties such as
solubility, outgassing, acid resistance ect.

Cost: Cost is a critical factor to
consider when designer selecting materials
for his design. Especially in commercial
electronics cost is the most critical factor
to live in severe competition in the market.
Manufactures with number of hundred-
thousands or millions reducing cost with
cents reduces total cost sometimes with
millions.

Designer should pay attention to total
cost of material from labor to overhead ect.
when deciding on a material. Sometimes
selecting new material reduces the cost or
has another advantage but if  any problem
occurs after the electronics release to
market, this selection can cause to leave
company on difficult situation  financially
and technically. In this type of mostly
repair and after sale service cost exceeds
saving amount. So cost should be
calculated as total cost and designer should
make optimization with risk, cost,
reliability and other factors for material
selection.

Availability: Shortage or lack of
supply or situation when demand exceeds
the quantities that can be processed or
manufactured.  Also availability can be
defined as ability to procure desired
material with desired amount in expected
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term. Designer should care about
procurability of selected material in
expected period.

Producibility: Designers often do
not familiar with manufacturing process
and can not be care about properties and
effects of these processes. So producibility
is a factor that manufacturing ability with
expected reliability level and available
cost.

Reliability: Reliability of
performance is not precisely predictable,
and as a rule a statistical projection must
suffice.

Suitable repetition of performance
(reproducibility) is essential to any design,
is obvious. The engineer must scrutinize
every  material  and component  in  terms of
the behavior characteristics of each in
terms of the expected conditions of
performance. Also acceptable level of
reliability differs upon application.

Compatibility: As mentioned above
electronic device or circuit consist of PCB,
component and solder. All three can have
good performance itself but when they use
together they would have limited or
unexpected performance. So designer
should have to care about total
performance of all three and select
material according to their total
performance and reliability.

Health and Hazard: All electronics
include chemicals more or less. Materials
such as plastic can be hazardous as
smelling of them when heated. Also it can
be  hazardous  as  a  skin  irritant  when
operator touches directly.

RoHS directives were started to apply
after 2006 mostly by developed counties.
It is called as “Restriction of Hazardous
Substances”, with that restrictions using
solders alloys including lead (Pb) is
banned in commercial electronics.
Experience: Materials which has a
background or history for a long period of
time means having a high reliability level.

Figure 1.Electronic circuit, consist of
PCB, component and solder

3.  ACCEPTANCE AND TESTING

Depends on the environmental
conditions, customer requirements,
reliability level of application ect.
requirements carries several qualification
and acceptance criterias with them. There
are several standards defines this criterias
from design to acceptability tests. IPC-A-
610 is a commonly used standard for
acceptance of electronic assemblies. There
are 3 different classes in IPC-A-610, all
have different acceptance levels  (Table.1).

 In this paper, we will concentrate on
space electronics. As it is mentioned above
there are different qualification and
acceptance levels depends on
environmental conditions of space and
level of reliability as expected long term
mission.

Restriction of Hazardous Substances
(RoHS) directives started to use in 2006
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restricted to use alloys included lead (Pb)
in commercial electronic. Altought using
Pb-free alloys became must in comercial
electronics, it is free to use alloys
including Pb in  some fields  such as  space
electronic by RoHS. This type of
restrictions are also factors to define
priorities in material selection.

There are several standards published
by space centers or organisations such as
ESA, NASA, JAXA ect. for matearial
selection in space applications.

There are several different
environmental conditions and loads caused
by space environment and launching
process. Outgassing, thermal cycle,
vibration and shock are the most critical
environmental conditions and loads for
space systems. There are standardized test
methods simulating these conditiond and
loads.

Outgassing: It is property of materials
when they are under vacuum upto 10-8

barr. Because of high vacuum, materials
can outgass and this can cause unexpected
situations such as problems in optical
systems, shorts in electronic components
and lines. Only materials that meet the
criteria of ASTM E-595-77/84 [i.e., have a
total mass loss (TML) < 1.0% and a
collected volatile condensable mass
(CVCM) < 0.10%] are approved for use in
a space environment unless application
considerations dictate otherwise.

Thermal Cycling: Especially low
earth orbit (LEO) systems like satellites
round the world less than 120 minutes and
continuosly face with sun during half cycle
and dark for other half cycle. This cause
continuous temperature changes on
satellite. Outer side of satellite can reach
100oC when face through the sun and can
reach -50 oC  when  it  is  in  dark  side.  This
continuous temperature change creates
thermal loads on electronics especially on
solder joints. After houndreds of cycles,
some problems occurs because of thermal
aging on wrong or bad soldering.

Vibration: From the begining of

launching to reach orbit, satellite faced
with several vibration loads. This loads
can cause important problems such as
cracks on board and solder joints. Material
selection should be care to mechanical
compatible with each other especially in
CTE values.
Shock: Environmental load occurs at the
begining of launching. When the rocket
left free by launching fixtures, a very short
time (less than 1ms) and high vibration
shock (upto 200g) occurs. This shock can
have effects like vibration, most of the
problems caused by mechanical shock are
cracks insolder joints because of low
quality solder and wrong design.

Table 1. Different classes defined in IPC-
A-610 standard reflects criterias for
different applications.
Class 1 —
General
Electronic
Products

Includes products
suitable for applications
where the major
requirement is function
of the completed
assembly.

Class 2 —
Dedicated
Service
Electronic
Products

Includes products where
continued performance
and extended life is
required, and for which
uninterrupted service is
desired but not critical.
Typically the end-use
environment would not
cause failures.

Class 3 —
High
Performance
Electronic
Products

Includes products where
continued high
performance or
performance-on-demand
is critical, equipment
downtime cannot be
tolerated, end-use
environment may be
uncommonly harsh, and
the equipment must
function when required,
such as life support or
other critical systems.
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4. RESULT AND CONCLUSIONS

Design engineers must rely upon
information and data acquired from several
sources such as literature, manufacturer
documents, test reports, approved
organization reports ect. As they decide
final design and materials their decision is
quite critical both technically and
economically. In commercial electronics
manufacturing with millions; a wrong
design or material selection cause great
economical loss. Also space projects with
low numbers but hundred-thousands  USD
budgets; a wrong  design or material
selection can  cause loss of satellite or
system also can cause important
economical and labor loss.

Material which will use for space
electronics should be approved by user
according to approved standards or using
materials which are approved by well
known space institutes or organizations.
Creating a test setup and test procedure is
expensive and needs time, labor. So if
possible using approved material is
feasible and more reliable than approving
by himself.

Material selection priorities differs
depends on the field of electronics and
their reliability levels. Design engineers
should list priorities depends on
application before starting to design. As
comparison commercial electronics with
space electronics.

Commercial Electronic:
a. Health and Hazard (regulations and

restriction such as RoHS)
b. Cost
c. Availability
d. Reliability
e. Producibility and Compatibility
f. Experience

Space Electronic:
a. Reliability
b. Availability
c. Producibility and Compatibility
d. Experience
e. Cost
f. Health and Hazard

5. CONCLUSION

1. Design engineer has to consider the
ways to improve the performance in
all possible aspects. So the design
process and material selection is a
continuous process unless material
supplier has no attention to survive
the ever-challenging market
battleground.

2. Datas of material used are
important sources for design
engineers. If information software
including technical, process and
procurement details created by
design department or team Would
Fasten The Process In Material
Selection, Reduces Risk Of Wrong
Material Selection And Has
Positive Effect On The Total
Reliability.

3. As Most Important Priority In
Space Systems Is Long Term
Mission And Service So Long-
Term Reliability Is The Most
Important Criteria In Material
Selection. Although Health-Hazard
And Cost Are The Most Important
Material Selection Criterias In
Commercial Electronics, They Are
Less Important Criterias In Space
Electronics. So Material Selection
Criterias Can Differ Very Much
According To Field Of Application.
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